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Course Outline
(modified NYSDEC course outline)

• Introduction & Prerequisites

• Search Organization – The Incident 

Command System

• Methods and Techniques of Crew 

Supervision

• Search Management and Techniques

• Safety and Survival (full coverage in a 

separate course)

• Crew Briefing and Search Forms

• Map, Compass, and Land Navigation (full 

coverage in a separate course)

• Survival Skills and Field Exercise (full 

coverage in a separate course)

• Crew Boss Training Course Preparation

• Crew Boss Field Perspective
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Crew Boss Certification Prerequisites

The new crew boss course has been revised to adhere to the training standards

outlined in ASTM F2209 - Standard Guide for Training of Level I Land Search

Team Members. The minimum prerequisite requirements for participation in

the course include:

• Completion of the NYSDEC Basic Wildlands Search Skills course

• Completion of the FEMA ICS-100, ICS-200 and ICS-700 courses on the Incident 

Command System

• Current First Aid (minimum) and CPR certification, (CFR/WFR, EMT/W-EMT also 

acceptable)

• Participation in three (3) NYSDEC search incidents (Type I, Type II or Type III 

search tactics)

• Basic land navigation skills including map, compass and GPS proficiency

• Physical condition appropriate to meet mission requirements in adverse 

weather conditions and difficult terrain

Note: Copies of all credential/certification cards must be submitted in advance of the course date for 

application consideration. Participants must bring an orienteering compass, hand-held GPS receiver, 

and a field pack equipped to comfortably spend the night in the woods for the given season.

INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM (ICS)

On-Line Required Courses

ICS-100: Introduction to Incident Command

http://training.fema.gov/EMIWeb/IS/IS100b.asp

ICS 100, Introduction to the Incident Command System, introduces the Incident Command 

System (ICS) and provides the foundation for higher level ICS training. This course describes the 

history, features and principles, and organizational structure of the Incident Command System. It 

also explains the relationship between ICS and the National Incident Management System 

(NIMS).

ICS-200: ICS for Single Resources and Initial Action Incidents

http://training.fema.gov/EMIWeb/IS/IS200b.asp

ICS 200 is designed to enable personnel to operate efficiently during an incident or event within 

the Incident Command System (ICS). ICS-200 provides training on and resources for personnel 

who are likely to assume a supervisory position within the ICS.

ICS-700: Introduction to National Incident Management System

http://training.fema.gov/EMIWeb/IS/is700a.asp

This course introduces and overviews the National Incident Management System (NIMS). NIMS 

provides a consistent nationwide template to enable all government, private-sector, and 

nongovernmental organizations to work together during domestic incidents.
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Crew Boss Training Goals

• Use search terminology

• Read a map

• Work a compass

• Identify and correctly use of bump 

lines on the map and on the ground

• Follow an IAP

• Analyze evidence

• Understand and demonstrate the key 

points of the briefing and debriefing 

process

• Learn and follow proper radio 

procedures

• Supervise Type I, II, II-M, III search 

crews

Understand and 

Demonstrate How To:

Crew Boss Responsibilities

• Provide for Safety

• Supervise field crew

• Understand and deal with 

volunteers

• Conduct crew briefing and 

debriefing

• Ensure crew needs are met (food, 

transportation, etc.)

• Encourage cooperation

• Maintain positive crew morale

• Analyze clues
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End Unit 1

Search Organization

• The Incident Command System

– See the required ICS courses for details
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What Is ICS?

The Incident Command System:

• Is a standardized, on-scene, all-

hazard incident management 

concept. 

• Allows its users to adopt an 

integrated organizational structure 

to match the complexities and 

demands of single or multiple 

incidents without being hindered by 

jurisdictional boundaries.

ICS Features:  Overview

– Standardization

• Common terminology

– Command

• Establishment and transfer of 

command

• Chain of command and unity of 

command

• Unified command 

– Planning/Organizational Structure

• Management by objectives 

• Incident Action Plan (IAP)

• Modular organization

• Manageable span of control 

– Facilities and Resources

• Comprehensive resource 

management

• Incident locations and 

facilities

– Communications/Information 

Management

• Integrated communications

• Information and intelligence 

management

– Professionalism

• Accountability

• Dispatch/Deployment 
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Incident Commander

The Incident Commander performs all major ICS 
command and staff responsibilities unless the ICS 
functions are delegated and assigned

Safety
Officer

Liaison
Officer

Public Information
Officer

Command Staff

Incident
Commander

Operations
Section Chief

Planning
Section Chief

Logistics
Section Chief

Finance/Admin
Section Chief

General 
Staff 

Student Activity

You are searching for an 8 year 

old child that has drawn media 

attention.

As you wait with your crew for 

transportation at the pickup 

point, the local news crew pulls 

up inquiring about your 

progress. 

The news team has told you they have just come from the command 

post and were told they would find your crew here. 

What should you feel free to tell them, or not tell them?
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Methods and Techniques of 

Crew Supervision

Understanding Volunteers

• Volunteer Search 

Teams

• Volunteer Fire 

Personnel

• Hunter vs Child

• Family or Friend

• Need to Help

Why Do People Volunteer?
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How are People Alike?

• Shared concern for the subject/mission

• Want to unite to accomplish a goal

• Desire a sense of accomplishment

• Desire for security

How Do People Differ?

Mental traits: Intelligence, ability to think logically, acceptance 

of change

Emotional traits: Reaction to criticism, aggressiveness, how 

quick anger comes

Physical traits: Strength, stamina, quickness of movement, 

coordination
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Cooperation

Definition:

Cooperation is a 

means of working 

together toward a 

common goal; 

teamwork

How Do You Obtain Cooperation 

From Your Crew?

• Be a confident leader

• Set goals

• Avoid arguments

• Admit your errors (never cover up)

• Provide crew with a sense of importance

• Maintain a consistent course of action

• Present assignment to crew visually and 

verbally

• Give/accept feedback throughout assignment
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Student Activity

It is raining, 45 degrees, and your assigned block is 

thick with laurel. Two disgruntled crew members are 

now openly stating that the subject probably hopped 

a bus and is back in his old NYC neighborhood.

You are four days into a search for a victim of 

Alzheimer’s and your crew is starting to show the strain

What do you do?

Morale

Morale is always present (whether good or bad) and can 

be defined as mental and emotional attitude of an 

individual to the function or task expected of him/her
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Factors Affecting Morale

• Searcher’s pride and 

satisfaction

• Attitude towards supervisor

• Feeling of being treated 

fairly

• Ability to get along with 

each other

• Awareness of the 

importance of assignment

• Stress, both physical and 

environmental

Ways to Improve Morale

• Provide a thorough briefing prior to 

assignment

• Let each crew member know how 

they are doing

• Keep your crew informed of 

changes

• Make the best use of each person’s 

ability

• Make assignments fairly

• Take breaks when needed

• Always treat people with respect
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Crew Boss Discipline

• Safety

• Quality of work

• Quantity of work

The success of the assignment depends on 

“Crew Performance”

The Crew Boss 

Manages the Crew’s:

Student Activity

One of your volunteers keeps jumping out of line in his 

eagerness to be the “first” to reach the bump line.  You 

have corrected him repeatedly to no avail

What do you do?
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Encouraging Good Habits

• Take time to explain the 

assignment

• Make sure the assignment 

is understood

• Assignment should be 

realistic

• Be consistent but allow for 

some flexibility

• Give a sense of pride in 

completing an assignment

Breaking Bad Habits

• Correct wrong actions 

immediately

• Replace bad habits 

with good ones

• Set a good example
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Safety Supervision

Reasons for unsafe acts:

• Searcher doesn’t care

• Searcher doesn’t know

• Searcher is unable to work 

safely due to:

- Inexperience

- Distractions

- Personal habits

REMEMBER THAT SAFETY IS EVERYONE’S RESPONSIBILITY

When an Unsafe Act Occurs

• Stop the act immediately

• Study the situation

• Correct the unsafe act
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End Unit III

Questions and Comments?

Search Management and Techniques

•Search Principles

•Lost Person 

Behavior

•Establishing 

Search Blocks

•Bump Lines

•Search Modes

•Search Types
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Search Principles

1. Preplanning

2. Notification

3. Planning/Strategy

4. Tactics/Techniques

5. Supervision

6. Critiques

A search operation can be described in six phases

Evaluating Search Urgency

Subject Profile

Age Rating

Very Young 0

Very Old 1

Other 2-3

Medical Condition

Known/suspected injury/illness 1-2

Healthy 3

Known fatality 3

Number of Subjects

One 1

More than one 2-3

Subjects Experience 

None/does not know area 2

None/knows the area 2

Experienced/unfamiliar area 2

Experienced/knows the area 3

Weather Profile Rating

Existing hazardous weather 0

Predicted bad weather < 8 1

Predicted bad weather > 8     2

No hazardous weather 3

Equipment Profile

Inadequate for weather 0

Questionable 1-2

Adequate for weather 3

Terrain/Hazards Profile

Known hazardous terrain 2

Few or no hazards 2-3

Very remote PLS/LKP 0

Any zero recorded, or a score of 12 or less indicates an immediate response

TOTAL: 8
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Search Principles

• A search is a true emergency

• The four goals of a search can be described 
using the acronym LAST

– Locate

– Access

– Stabilize

– Transport

• Clue Consciousness

• Remember that you are working for the lost 
subject and their family

Search Principles

• Assume subject is alive
• Human instinct – survival mode

• Tremendous will to live

• Attitude
• Keep a good attitude

• Crew boss should set the example

• Provide a position of stability and 

strength

• Your attitude will affect others

• Instill pride in doing a thorough job

• Hasty Search before 

thorough search
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Lost Person Behavior

Factors affecting:

• Personal traits

• Physical ability

• Terrain

• Weather

• Experience at activity

• Preparedness

Lost Person Behavior

Some general classifications of lost persons:

• Children

• Elderly

• Despondent

• Hiker

• Hunter
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Establishing Search Blocks

Control lines can be established using

natural or man-made features

• Drainages - Vegetative changes • Roadways, trails

• Property lines

• String lines

Bump Lines

Create bump lines using 

string and flagging

Mark corner with 3 flags

Identify with date/time/ID number/name
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Search Modes

• Passive Mode

– Encourage the subject to come to 

you

• Active Mode

– Placement of resources in the field 

to find the subject or clues

• Both the passive and active 

modes should focus on:

– Probability of Detection (PoD)

– Probability of Area (PoA)

– Probability of Success (PoS)

Passive Mode

Containment

• Lookouts

• Track traps

• Continuous patrols

• Listening posts

Attraction

• Visual

- Lights

- Flares

- Strobes

• Sound

- Horns

- Sirens

- Gunshots
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Active Mode

•Type I

•Type II

•Type II Modified

•Type III

Place resources in the field using the 

following techniques:

Type I

• Check attractive nuisances

- Buildings, autos, open 

wells, waterfalls, etc.

• Be alert for clues

• Document activity

• Debrief at ICP

Definition: A planned rapid search of immediate area, 

travel routes, drainages, etc. by small fast moving clue 

conscious crews with communications
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Type I Attractants

Attach 

annotated 

flagging after 

checking

Type II

Definition: A fast systematic search of high 

probability places using techniques that produce 

high PoD per search hour of effort
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Type II

• Type II covers many different variations of techniques

• It fills the gap between Hasty Search (Type I) and the 

intensive Grid Search (Type III)

• The primary objective in a Type II is to make sound 

contact with a responsive subject

• When using Type II in a search block, you are quickly 

moving a wall of sound through the block in order to 

make voice contact with the subject or locate clues

Type II

• The basic difference between the techniques is how 

the crew is guided

• Crews could be guided using

– A string line

– Natural boundary

– Compass bearing

– Trail

– Drainage
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Type II Modified

• Audio designed search

• Each member navigates independently on a given 

azimuth

• Alignment is a straight line

• Uses sound, not sight, for guidance

• Spacing 100-300 feet

• Recommend 5 members in crew

Type II Supervision

• As crew boss it is extremely important that you have 

a clear idea of what is expected of your crew if you 

are assigned Type II

• Do not leave the overhead briefing without checking 

with your Division Supervisor or Operations Section 

Chief for clarification
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Type III

Definition: A coordinated 

effort, supported by a 

specific plan, for a field 

organization to 

systematically search a 

designated area.

100% Coverage 

Without 

Duplication

Type III

Type III is used in conjunction with Type I 

and Type II, and if the subject is/has:

• Young

• Elderly

• A medical or 

mental condition

• Possibly 

unresponsive
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Student Activity

While covering your assigned block, the midsection of 

your crew comes upon a wetland not depicted on your 

map. You assert that it is too deep to wade through.

Clue Awareness

• Search for clues as well as subject

• Physical evidence

• Sign cutting

• Smell/odors

• Sounds

• Importance of clues
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Handling Evidence

Evaluate:

• Pertinent to search

• Criminal 

investigation

• Protect the site!

• Report to ICP

• Document item & 

location

Hold the Line!

You are searching a woodlot in a suburban 

neighborhood that appears to have been 

host to a number of trash dumpings. Your 

zealous crew has noted every piece of litter 

and called your attention to each. You have 

little hope of this letting up. 
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Locating the Subject

If Alive:

• Notify ICP

• Evaluate medical needs

• Document location

• Be aware site may 

become a crime scene

• Protect private property 

of subject

• When instructed, all 

crew members must 

return to the ICP and 

sign out

Locating the Subject

If Deceased:

• Notify ICP; wait for investigators

• Secure site

–Keep everyone away

–Flag area

• Non-essential crew members 

should return to the ICP

• Protect private property of 

subject

• When instructed, all crew 

members must return to the 

ICP and sign out
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Locating the Subject

• (Code 80) – If the 

subject is located in 

good health

• (Code 81) – If the 

subject needs medical 

attention, the incident 

becomes a rescue

• (Code 82) – If the 

subject is deceased, the 

incident becomes a 

recovery

Crew Members need to be aware of HIPAA

(Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act)

End Unit IV

Questions and Comments?
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Safety and Survival

Safety

• The safety and well being of your crew 

comes first

• Crew performance comes second

As a Crew Boss it is 

important that you 

provide for the safety 

and well being of the 

search crew
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Safety

• Potentially hazardous 

situations

• Signs of stress in crew 

members

• Safety protocols

The Crew Boss must be aware of:

Safety

• Obtain first aid kit for crew if 
possible

• Determine if a crew member is 
EMS certified

– For treatment of crew members

– In the event you find the subject

• Know who is responsible for 
EMS on the search

– Medevac helicopter availability

– Local emergency 
squad/ambulance
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Safety

Safety Hazards:

• Natural hazards (terrain, vegetation)

• Weather – wind chill, storm 
predictions, heat

• Impoundments (lake, pond)

• Swamps

• Ice

• Stream crossing

• Transportation

• Hazmat/illegal drug labs (remote)

Safety

• Plants, animals, insects

– Allergic reactions

• Personal hygiene

– Hand sanitation

– Toilet

• Water purification

– Drinking water from home

– Water filters

– Water provided by 
Logistics Unit
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Evaluating Crew Members

Evaluating Crew Members

• Outfitted pack

• Compass/GPS

• Flashlight…. etc., etc., etc…..

• Remember, lost subject may 

depend on you and your crew 

when initially found

• Screen crew members before 

leaving ICP

• Request they obtain additional 

equipment

• Remove from crew if not 

prepared

Equipment appropriate for the assignment:
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Evaluating Crew Members

Continue crew evaluation in the field and recognize 

when conditions are changing:

• Weather

• Insects

• Vegetation

• Terrain

• Fatigue

• Attitude

These conditions may affect performance

Student Activity

It’s July and 90 degrees in the 

shade.  An individual in your 

crew keeps lagging behind, 

either sitting down or resting on 

his hiking staff at every 

opportunity, which is annoying 

the other crew members.  He 

insists he’s fine despite his 

appearance, saying he’s just a 

little out of shape.  

What should you do?

According to your map you believe you are almost within reach of 

your bump line, possibly only ¼ mile. You have already assured the 

crew that a break will be taken when you get to the bump line.
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Critical Incident Stress

Three types of stress 

resulting from critical 

incidents:

• Acute (first 24 hours)

• Delayed (later)

• Cumulative (builds up)

Definition: Normal people having normal 

reactions to abnormal circumstances

Critical Incident Stress

Incidents that often result in high stress:

• Death to child

• Injury to child, especially when done by adults

• Serious injury

• Line of duty death

• Death of a family member
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Critical Incident Stress

Factors that affect the severity of stress 

impairment:

• Suddenness of the event

• Intensity

• Degree

• Duration

• Level of involvement

• Age

Critical Incident Stress

• Emotional

• Behavioral

• Subconscious

• Physical

Symptoms of critical incident stress:
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Critical Incident Stress

• Provide adequate briefing

• Take frequent breaks

• Cover bodies

• Get non-essential 

personnel away from 

scene quickly

Reduce stress when working in the field:

Critical Incident Stress

• Watch for symptoms in 
crew members

• Take appropriate action

- Notify supervisor if 
symptoms arise

- Seek help from others

- Continue observation

- Include in debriefing

• Critical incident stress 
debriefing teams are 
located in many counties
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Student Activity

Your crew has been looking for a lost 

child for several days. Approximately 

one hour ago your crew located the 

body of the child frozen in the ice of 

a wooded wetland.  

While waiting for search officials to 

reach the scene, you notice one of 

the searchers standing alone, staring 

with a blank look on her face. 

What should you do?

Crew Briefing and Search Forms
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Crew Card
Track Resources

Lists Crew Boss and crewmember names, assigned 

search block, and any special instructions

Multiple copy stack

• White – Operations Section Chief

• Pink – Crew Boss

• Yellow – Planning Section Chief

• Green – Communications or as needed

Back of Pink copy is a log to keep track of:

• Time and place of clues found

• Name of crew member who found clue or subject

• Disposition of clues or instructions from IC

• Any injuries to crew members

• The time and reason a member leaves the crew 

CLUE CARD

DATE_____________TIME_________RECORDED BY______________________

CLUE TYPE

INFORMATION____________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

ARTICLE_________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

ACTION TAKEN____________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

(RETURN TO PLANS DATE__________________)
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Crew Assignment 

Sheet

Use the Crew Briefing 

Checklist to inform your 

crew of pertinent 

information

Assigns crew details and 

provides information on IC 

staff, search type, 

communications, 

circumstances of the 

search,  weather, and the 

subject’s description and 

characteristics

Debriefing Form

Question & answer 

interview with a 

designated IC General 

Staff Officer at the end 

of search assignment
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Registration/Sign-In/Sign-Out Form

Map, Compass, and Land Navigation
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Map, Compass, Navigation Objectives

• Recognize different types of 

maps and the advantages and 

disadvantages of each type

• Identify the marginal data found 

on USGS topographic maps

• Identify topographic features 

found on USGS topographic 

maps

• Describe different types of 

compasses and the advantages 

and disadvantages of each

• Demonstrate orienteering with 

a map and compass

Types of Maps You Might Use on a Search

•Highway

•Aerial Photos

•USGS Topographic 

•Gazetteer

•Watershed

•Recreational/Trail

•Satellite Maps

•Digital (GPS)
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Robert Levett Search

Montague 14-15 Nov 2010
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Global Positioning System

(GPS)

GPS Objectives

• Describe the advantages and 

disadvantages of using the GPS

• Describe navigation with GPS vs

map & compass, and also with 

map & compass

• Demonstrate understanding of 

datum, UTM, waypoints, map 

plotting, and track logs

Demonstrate proficiency with Global 

Positioning System (GPS)
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Objectives

• Demonstrate land navigation skills

• Demonstrate survival skills
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End of DEC Training Section

Questions and Comments?

DEC Training Session Preparation

Based on Recent DEC Course Model

Helpful Hints for the Crew Boss
Based on Actual Search Experiences

Crew Boss Perspective
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Crew Boss DEC Training Session Prep
What you must bring/know/do

• Come prepared with completion certificates from required ICS 

courses, CPR, First Aid

• ICS organization of SAR is a large part of the indoor session

• There is a written exam and a field exam at the end on material 

covered during the course

• Compass - bring a baseplate orienteering style compass with 

declination adjustment

- Know how to hold it, take measurements, and travel with compass

- Understand declination adjustment; demonstrate measuring direction and 

distance with compass and topographic map

Crew Boss DEC Training Session Prep
What you must bring/know/do

Map – Know topo map symbols, natural 

features, and be familiar with how to navigate

• Understand and demonstrate making accurate UTM 

measurements to and from a map

• Understand magnetic declination to and from a 

compass

GPS - Understand and the main functions

• By far the most common full function GPS is the 

Garmin 60CSX; this is the one the all DEC Rangers use

• You will be lost if you haven’t practiced using your GPS 

before attending the DEC course

• Enter coordinates, mark waypoints, enter & extract 

coordinates, go to a point, configure/convert in UTM or 

Lat/Long, change datum, record/save track logs, etc.

• Measure and plot coordinates to and from GPS/map
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Crew Boss DEC Training Session Prep
What you must bring/know/do

Navigation field exercise
• Know your pace count/distance in varied terrain

• Navigate using compass and distance on a given course 

with several legs, several hundred feet on each leg

• Demonstrate GPS use on a course, including track log

Equipment & survival exercise
• Show & explain your pack contents and overnight gear

• Demonstrate lighting a small fire with what’s in your pack 

• Construct a survival shelter (tarp & natural materials)

• Answer questions (relevant to SAR, shelters & survival)

Crew Boss DEC Training Session Prep
What you must bring/know/do

1) Orient map to North using terrain or compass

2) Follow a compass bearing

3) Estimate distance travelled in the field

4) Obtain a bearing in the field and plot it correctly on a map

5) Obtain a bearing on a map and transfer it correctly to the field

6) Demonstrate the ability to locate in the field a point shown on a map

7) Demonstrate the ability to locate a position in the field on a map

8) Demonstrate the ability to create track logs and waypoints using the GPS

9) Demonstrate the ability to obtain information from a GPS unit and correlate 

it to a map

10) Demonstrate the ability to construct an emergency shelter utilizing 

personally carried items and materials found in the field

11) Demonstrate the ability to construct a fire utilizing personally carried items 

and materials found in the field

DEC Evaluator’s Field Exercise Checklist:
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Crew Boss DEC Training Session Prep
Field Exercise Checklist

Crew Boss DEC Training Session Prep
Field Exercise

Highly Recommended Mock Scenario Practice:

• Perform the initial set-up to leading a search crew

• Include forms and steps to evaluate and brief a crew

• Assume a large crew (8-10 members), with a mix of experience 

from complete novice to certified crew boss and EMT

• Several of the lost subject’s family and friends want to join you

• Expect some members to be ill equipped and improperly dressed 

• Some are in marginal physical condition

• Explain procedures, techniques, and safety issues to them
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Preparing for a Search

As a NYSDEC 

Certified Crew Boss...

Crew Boss Procedures & Expectations

• Crew safety is number one

• Understand ICP assignment

• Care and feeding of your crew

• Search types with a crew

• Perform an effective and 

efficient search

• Briefing procedure, debriefing, 

forms, field notes/paperwork

• Begin with a crew introduction 

& search assignment briefing

Crew Boss Duties & Responsibilities
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Crew Boss Procedures & Expectations

• Arrive at the ICP & sign in (at the 

earliest requested time)

• Identify yourself to Operations as a 

Crew Boss

• Relax & wait for a call (Ops is very busy 

at this time)

• Obtain search block assignment briefing 

& crew from Ops Ranger

• Understand both the verbal & written 

crew assignment sheet instructions

• Write crew member names on crew 

card, keep the pink copy with you

• Know your crew - Inspect/interview 

members for clothing, capabilities, 

health issues, etc.

Crew Boss Procedures & Expectations
(cont)

• Determine crew SAR experience 

level, including EMT certification

• Brief crew on yourself and the 

assignment & procedures

• Ensure each is properly equipped 

(including food & water)

• Obtain necessary gear (radio, 

maps, flag tape & pen, string)

• Coordinate crew transport to 

assigned search block

• Are any relatives or close friends 

of the subject on the crew?
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Crew Assignment 

Sheet

Assigns crew details and 

provides information on IC 

staff, search type, 

communications, 

circumstances of the 

search,  weather, and the 

subject’s description and 

characteristics

Use the Crew Briefing 

Checklist to inform your 

crew of pertinent 

information

Vital Bits of Information

• Who is missing, and since when? 

• What is the subject’s experience and ability level? 

• Where was the point last seen? 

• What did they have with them? Food/clothing/gear? 

• What was their emotional state of mind? 

• What type of footwear/what is the sole pattern? Is 

there a sample footprint available? 

If you haven’t already been told, ask:
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Crew Briefing Checklist

• Summary to date - Relay latest information received in crew boss ops 

briefing 

• Subject information - Brief from Crew Assignment Sheet 

• Clues - Remind crew of importance of looking for physical clues of any kind

- Do not touch or disturb found clues – don’t trample the surrounding area! 

- Clues may be clothing, items carried and dropped, footprints, scuffed moss 

or earth, shelters, matted/broken vegetation, cigarettes, fires, etc.

- Clues are reported to IC, and GPS coordinates are called in and recorded

• Time frame in field - Crew members should be informed of best estimate

- When they are expected to depart the ICP

- How long the assignment could last

- When they will return to the ICP

Topics to brief your crew:

Crew Briefing Checklist (cont)

• Tactics -Search type being conducted

- Specific assignment - describe and show to crew on the map

- Review search techniques and any special instructions

- Time expected to complete the assignment

• Terrain

- Any known difficult areas, is everyone in the crew equipped properly

- Can everyone carry out the search safely in this type of terrain

• Weather - What is expected, are you equipped?

• Attitude - Reinforce a positive attitude, sense of urgency and importance of 

assignment

- Remind crew that finding nothing is just as important as finding a clue

- Establish a rapport and sense of leadership

• Media - All requests for information, interviews, etc. must be referred to the 

Information Officer or Incident Commander – if you don’t know what is 

permissible to say, don’t say anything
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Crew Briefing Checklist (cont)

• Safety - Identify known and potential hazards

- Can everyone handle the terrain, weather, and time afield

- Are there any medical or health issues to be aware of (determine status if 

able, but protect privacy – HIPAA is in effect)

- Does everyone have enough food, water, proper clothing, footwear, special 

gear (gaiters, eye protection, rain gear, gloves, sunblock, bug repellent, etc.) 

• Family - Advise crew of any family members that are present

- They may not be recognizable or they may have a special badge

- Remind crew to use discretion and act professionally

- Does everyone understand the 

seriousness of the assignment

- Check everyone - is there anyone who 

appears unprepared

- Ask for an opinion from the 

Operations Section Chief if not sure

Is he ready and able to be effective?

Crew Boss Procedures & Expectations

• Study the map of your assigned block

• Insert assigned block boundary coordinates and significant 
terrain features in GPS

• Reset/zero & turn on GPS track log – save block start waypoint

• Recheck crew for readiness, equipment, food, water

• Rebrief (very briefly) crew on procedures and scope of the day

• Line ‘em up, head ‘em out

• Maintain an efficient search line!

– Regroup & train as necessary

– Watch for signs of fatigue & stress

• Keep IC informed, but limit chatter

Beginning of search at the assigned block location:
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Crew Boss Field Practices

• Obtain enough string, tape of the proper colors, and other gear before 

leaving for start of assignment

• Radio ICP at start and end of assignment (accomplishes radio check and 

informs command of crew status)

• GPS - Set up to record a fresh track of assignment from start to finish

(remember to turn off track before departing area at assignment end)

- Record coordinates and time of specific points as required

- Know how long sweeps take – when to expect reaching the bump line

• Tape start and end of each sweep with tape of the proper color and the 

following:

- Crew number or name

- Date/Time of start and finish of each sweep

- Block number

- Corners if more than one block is involved, GPS coordinates may be 

written on tape

Crew Boss Field Practices (cont)

• Map - Mark direction of sweeps on map, identify corners of block, 

mark any areas that are missed or unsafe

• Clarify to crew which side (left or right) to guide off of, indicate spacing, 

give short review of type III practices – select a volunteer as stringer

• Count off from guide line (tape or string) to establish diagonal line of 

search

• The crew line can go only as fast as the slowest searcher/terrain allows

• Ensure the guide/string keeps up with the pace and maintain the line
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Crew Boss Field Practices (cont)

• A careful search is required to obtain a high probability of detection 

for either a body, or for clues to close out that section from further 

question

• The object is a careful search, not speed to finish a block

• Care for the crew, take rest stops as needed, anticipate upcoming 

crew needs

• The more searchers, the harder it 

is to maintain proper speed and 

spacing

• Stop the line and reset when the 

line is no longer effective

• More line resetting is required if 

there are obstructions or corners

Debriefing
End of Assignment Completion – The Debriefing Form

• Information at top of form is taken from 

Crew Assignment Sheet

• Debriefer - Name of person debriefing you

• How much of your assignment did you 

complete - Be definitive, show on map

• What would you estimate your coverage to 

be - Be honest, ask crew members what 

they think

• Be conservative, the objective is 100% but 

often the terrain is too difficult to cover 

thoroughly (100% is usually unrealistic)

• Plans for additional searching are based on 

these estimates

• Is there a 50% chance the subject could still 

be found in your area?
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Debriefing Form

Question & answer 

interview with a 

designated IC General 

Staff Officer at the end 

of search assignment

Debriefing

• Search difficulties or gaps in coverage

- Yes or No, don’t leave blank

- If yes explain: for example -

encountered a swamp not shown 

on map, crew having difficulty, 

crew line gaps, etc.

• Estimate your Probability of Detection

• Location of any clues you found in your area and their status 

- Show location on map and GPS coordinates of all clues found

- Indicate clue status, how marked, what kind of ribbon, were the 

clues bagged or removed, etc.
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Debriefing (cont)

• Hazards observed in your area

- Yes or No, don’t leave blank

- If yes describe the hazards: bee’s nests, loose rock, soft 

ground, etc.

• Problems encountered with communications

- Yes or No, don’t leave blank

- If yes explain: transmitting problems, interference, too much 

traffic, etc.

• Suggestions, ideas, or recommendations for future plans or 

actions

- For example:  Search from a different direction, cross beaver 

dam to beyond block, etc.

• Attachments - Check off all forms that are included with the 

debriefing form

Robert Levett Search

Montague 14-15 Nov 2010
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Town of Montague Search Blocks
(track logs - day 1)

Town of Montague Partial GPS Track Log
(day 1)
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Crew Boss Field Assignment Closeout

Advanced Topics

• Lost Person Behavior

• Tracking & Lost Person Travel Analysis
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Lost Person Behavior

A summary of studies on the behavior of lost persons includes: 

• If a lost person finds a trail, they might get on it and run like hell - convinced 

they're on the way back to their last point, when in fact they might be 

running FROM it

• Rarely will a lost person reverse their direction on a trail

• Many people ignore trails and follow their own logic - traveling in a straight 

line. They figure they'll come to a road or highway - not expecting the cliff or 

impassable river that ultimately confronts them

• Some lost people will climb/hike to the top of the closest hill to get a better 

view, only to find that the trees atop that hill obstruct any view

• The majority of lost people will travel downhill and/or downstream

• Those who travel downstream will likely end up in a swamp or impassable 

confluence long before they reach civilization

Lost Person Behavior (cont)

Other noteworthy behaviors include: 

• Many lost people will travel at night - even without a 

flashlight

• Most lost persons will stay on a trail if they're not absolutely 

sure of the right direction

• Lost people will rarely move around randomly - they usually 

move with conviction and hope that they're heading in the 

right direction

• Psychological, medical, despondent, mental (Alzheimer’s) 

issues – subjects for additional training
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Tracking Fundamentals

• Advantage - “POINT LAST SEEN”

• Begin with the best description that can be obtained of the lost 

person’s foot-print

• Do not move past the print in view until you see the next print

• Preserve the tracking evidence by marking with flag paper, marks 

in the soil, or a ring of small stones

• Mark location with GPS

• Do not trample or further disturb the area

• Use the sign cutting stick to locate the next print

To continue… 

See separate training course on man-tracking

Closing Summary

• Knows his/her crew members, their abilities and limitations, and 

has reasonable expectations.

• Is knowledgeable about search methods, tactics, and procedures.

• Is fair in dealings with the crew and gives credit where it is due.

• Shares information with his crew and provides good briefings and 

debriefings.

• Provides the crew with opportunity for input.

• Is responsible for the safety of the crew. This is the crew boss’s prime 

responsibility.

The Crew Boss:
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Survivors of Shackelton’s South Polar Expedition


